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Discover the wonders of the Selous Nyerere National Park, with safari packages which include
your accommodation, safaris, and park fees, making booking a breeze and your dream safari
experience hassle-free. 

Adventure and convenience meet in one straight-forward price. 

Our Selous safari packages are bundled together to offer you value for money and the best
possible experience. We offer packages for stays from 2 nights up to 5 nights, and cater to all
types of travellers; ensuring an unforgettable safari filled with wildlife encounters, breathtaking
landscapes and hopefully leaving you with memories that will last a lifetime. 

Leave the planning to us and embark on your safari experience with complete peace of
mind.

You'll see that each section includes a range of three packages: value, relaxed and enriched.
Our packages include set activities, applicable Nyerere National Park fees, full board
accommodation (3 meals per night), the Tourism Development Levy and 18% VAT. Extra
activities may be added on at additional cost. The child rate is for children from 5 – 15 years old.
Children under 5 years old stay for free. 

Note that the package itineraries are brief! For more information on our safaris:
selousrivercamp.com

Let’s take the stress out of planning your safari.

Managed by

https://www.selousrivercamp.com/


A safari with Selous River Camp is unusual. We think it’s important to make the most of both your
time and your park entry permit; and our safaris, in particular our game drives, are tailored to
your interests, slow-paced and authentic ... off-the-beaten-track wilderness where you can
luxuriate in, for example, taking the time to switch off your car engine and sit by yourselves,
quietly watching lion cubs play. An exclusivity which is a world away from more commercial,
less guest-experience-based safari tours.

Our full day game drives leave camp earlier in the morning than many other camps. We plan
everything with you in mind and don't want you to miss out on this magical time when the
wildlife are most active, the temperature is mild, and the light is beautiful. During the hottest part
of the day, when the wildlife is most scarce, you'll have the opportunity to indulge in a lazy
lunch, sitting comfortably under the shade of a large tree, watching the dramatic landscape
reveal its secrets and wildlife stroll by. 

The Nyerere National Park, part of the legendary Selous Game Reserve, is an elemental one-of-
a-kind wild place - vast, unspoilt Africa where, for a while, you can truly feel like the only people
in the world. Soaking up the unique atmosphere, symphony of sounds and earthy smells of the
wilderness is as much a part of the experience as exploring its winding tracks on the hunt for
wildlife, and that takes time. This is safari done the way it should be.    

A Selous River Camp safari is different: intimate,
unhurried and wild
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Two Nights - Value Option: Package 1
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: ROAD (DEPART DAR ES SALAAM BEFORE 11:00AM)

DAY ONE:   Arrive at Selous River Camp before 3.30pm. Then at 4:00pm, set out on a relaxing Sunset
Boat Safari (2.5hrs) on the Rufiji River. Your guide will stop the boat to enjoy a cool drink as the sunsets
before returning to camp to freshen up before drinks around the campfire and dinner.

DAY TWO:   Rise early for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for an unhurried Full Day Game Drive
(~10hrs) through the Nyerere National Park. Your guide will find a shady spot to stop during the hottest
part of the day for a lovely, lazy picnic lunch. Return back to camp during the late afternoon in time for a
sundown drink and dinner.

DAY THREE:   A relaxed breakfast before departure from camp.                          
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TWO NIGHT ITINERARIES

MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

558
438
329

418
359

Price Per Person (USD)



MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Two Nights - Relaxed Option: Package 2
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM OR SAFARI AIR LINK 11:00AM) OR ROAD (DEPART DAR ES SALAAM BEFORE 7:00AM) 

DAY ONE:   Arrive at Selous River Camp before 11:30am and enjoy lunch in camp. Then at 1:00pm depart
for a half day boat safari (5hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with stop off at a sandbank for a cool
drink at sunset. Back to camp to relax before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY TWO:   Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY THREE:   Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp.  

                                         

Price Per Person
(USD)

694
574
406

554
436
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MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Two Nights - Enriched Option: Package 3
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM)

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 09:30am. Then at 10:00am depart for a full day boat safari
(8hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with a picnic lunch and stop off at a sandbank on the way back to
camp for sunset. Relax in camp before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY THREE: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp. 

                                          Price Per Person
(USD)

729
609
441

589
471
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THREE NIGHT ITINERARIES
SAFARI PACKAGES:

Three Nights - Value Option: Package 4
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM / SAFARI AIR LINK 11:00AM ) OR ROAD (DEPART DAR ES SALAAM BEFORE 11:00AM) 

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 3:30am. Check in to your accommodation. Then at
4:00pm, set out on a relaxing Sunset Boat Safari (2.5hrs) on the Rufiji River where you'll enjoy sightings
of hippos, crocodiles and a huge variety of birdlife. Your guide will stop the boat to enjoy a cool drink as
the sunsets before returning to camp to freshen up before drinks around the campfire and dinner.

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY THREE: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game
drive (8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon
in time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY FOUR: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp. 

                                       

MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person
(USD)

910
730
537

700
582



Three Nights - Relaxed Option: Package 5
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM / SAFARI AIR LINK 11:00AM ) OR ROAD (DEPART DAR ES SALAAM BEFORE 7:00AM) 

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 11:30am. Lunch in camp. Then at 1:00pm depart for a half
day boat safari (5hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with stop off at a sandbank for sunset. Back to
camp to relax before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY THREE: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game
drive (8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon
in time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY FOUR: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp. 

MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person
(USD)

1046
866
614

836
659
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Three Nights - Enriched Option: Package 6
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM 

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 09:30am. Then at 10:00am depart for a full day boat safari
(8hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with a picnic lunch and stop off at a sandbank on the way back to
camp for sunset. Relax in camp before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY THREE: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game
drive (8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon
in time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY FOUR: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp. 

                                        

MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person
(USD)

1081
901
649

871
694

Managed by
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FOUR NIGHT ITINERARIES

Four Nights - Value Option: Package 7

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 5:30pm and relax in camp, perhaps enjoy the pool, before
dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY THREE: A leisurely start to the day with a relaxed breakfast. An indulgent morning of lazing in camp.
Guests have the option of adding extra safaris on this day at additional cost. Then at 4:00pm, set out on a
relaxing Sunset Boat Safari (2.5hrs) on the Rufiji River. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY FOUR: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game
drive (8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon
in time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY FIVE: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp.                                        

MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person
(USD)

1070
830
612

790
672



Four Nights - Relaxed Option: Package 8
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM / SAFARI AIR LINK 11:00AM ) OR ROAD (DEPART DAR ES SALAAM BEFORE 7:00AM) 

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 11:30am. Lunch in camp. Then at 1:00pm depart for a half
day boat safari (5hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with stop off at a sandbank for sunset. Back to
camp to relax before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY THREE: An indulgent day of relaxing in camp. Guests have the option of adding extra safaris on this
day at additional cost. 

DAY FOUR: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game
drive (8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon
in time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY FIVE: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp. 

                                        MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person
(USD)

1206
966
689

926
749
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Four Nights - Enriched Option: Package 9
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM / SAFARI AIR LINK 11:00AM ) OR ROAD (DEPART DAR ES SALAAM BEFORE 7:00AM) 

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 11:30am. Lunch in camp. Then at 1:00pm depart for a half
day game drive (5hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park. Return to camp late afternoon and relax in camp
before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.

DAY THREE: A relaxed breakfast in camp, then at 10:00am depart for a full day boat safari (8hrs) inside
the Nyerere National Park with a picnic lunch and stop off at a sandbank on the way back to camp for
sunset. Relax in camp before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation.

DAY FOUR: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game
drive (8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon
in time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY FOUR: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp. 
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MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person
(USD)

1399
1159
823

1119
883



Five Nights - Value Option: Package 10

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 5:30pm and relax in camp, perhaps enjoy the pool, before
dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY TWO:  A relaxed breakfast in camp, then at 10:00am depart for a full day boat safari (8hrs) inside
the Nyerere National Park with a picnic lunch and stop off at a sandbank on the way back to camp for
sunset. Relax in camp before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation.

DAY THREE: ise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY FOUR: An indulgent day of relaxing in camp. Guests have the option of adding extra safaris on this
day at additional cost.

DAY FIVE: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game drive
(8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in
time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY SIX: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp.                                         

FIVE NIGHT ITINERARIES

Managed by

MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person (USD)

1401
1101
799

1051
874



Five Nights - Relaxed Option: Package 11
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM / SAFARI AIR LINK 11:00AM ) OR ROAD (DEPART DAR ES SALAAM BEFORE 7:00AM)

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 11:30am. Lunch in camp,. Then 1:00pm depart for a half
day game drive (5hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park. Return to camp late afternoon and relax in camp
before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation.

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY THREE: An indulgent day of relaxing in camp. Guests have the option of adding extra safaris on this
day at additional cost. 

DAY FOUR: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game
drive (8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon
in time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation.  

DAY FIVE: A relaxed breakfast in camp, then at 10:00am depart for a full day boat safari (8hrs) inside the
Nyerere National Park with a picnic lunch and stop off at a sandbank on the way back to camp for
sunset. Relax in camp before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation.

DAY SIX: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp.       

MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person (USD)

1559
1259
898

1209
973

Managed by



Five Nights - Enriched Option: Package 12
RECOMMENDED ARRIVAL TRANSPORT: FLIGHT (FLIGHT ARRIVAL TIMES: AURIC AIR 8:55AM / COASTAL
AVIATION 9:15AM / SAFARI AIR LINK 11:00AM ) OR ROAD (DEPART DAR ES SALAAM BEFORE 7:00AM)

DAY ONE: Arrive at Selous River Camp before 11:30am. Lunch in camp. Then at 1:00pm depart for a half
day boat safari (5hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with stop off at a sandbank for sunset. Back to
camp to relax before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation.

DAY TWO:  Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a full day game drive (8-10
hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in time for
a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY THREE: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a second full day game
drive (8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon
in time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY FOUR: A relaxed breakfast in camp, then at 10:00am depart for a full day boat safari (8hrs) inside
the Nyerere National Park with a picnic lunch and stop off at a sandbank on the way back to camp for
sunset. Relax in camp before dinner at 7.30pm. Overnight in accommodation.

DAY FIVE: Rise in the morning for breakfast before departing at 7:00am for a third full day game drive
(8-10 hrs) inside the Nyerere National Park with relaxed picnic lunch. Return to camp late afternoon in
time for a sundowner by the fire before dinner. Overnight in accommodation. 

DAY SIX: Rise in the morning for a leisurely breakfast before departure from camp. 
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MUDHUT
Per person sharing 
Extra person sharing with two other adults
Per child sharing with two adults 

TENT
Per person sharing 
Per child sharing 

Price Per Person (USD)

1775
1475
1055

1425
1130

Managed by



Accommodation, full board (3 meals per day),
Activities as specified, and their applicable Park Fees.
18% VAT
Tourism Development Levy of USD 1.50 per person per night.
Drinking water, teas and coffee.

Exclusive or private use of vehicle/boat.
Transfers to and from Mtemere airstrip to Camp (per vehicle: $55 one way/$90 round trip)
Drinks from the bar (including soft drinks, beers, spirits, wines etc).
Gratuities.
Items of a personal nature.
Flights.
Insurance or medical evacuation.
Laundry.

Valid for bookings for between 1st JUNE 2024 and 31st DECEMBER 2024.

Inclusions and Exclusions:

The rates include:

The rates exclude:

Children

Children of all ages are welcome in camp. Child rate applies to ages 5-15 years sharing a
Mudhut room with two adults. Children sharing with one adult are charged at adult rate for 1st
child and at child rate for subsequent children. Children under 5 years stay free of charge.
Children pay the adult rate for Rest Camp Tent and Activities. 

Cancellation

Cancellation charges shall apply as follows:
a) Bookings cancelled between 30 to 15 days prior to arrival – cancellation charges of 50% of
reservation value shall apply 
 b) Bookings cancelled between 15 days to 48 hours prior to arrival – cancellation charges of
75% of reservation value shall apply 
 c) Bookings cancelled less than 48 hours prior to arrival and no show – cancellation charges of
100% of reservation value shall apply.                                                                  

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
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Contact Us

www.selousrivercamp.com   |   reservations@selousrivercamp.com  

                                                

Booking Terms and Conditions

All bookings, alterations and cancellations must be made in writing. A deposit of 25% is required
to confirm a booking. The balance of the payment is due 30 days before the date of arrival. All
reservations and enquiries should be sent to reservations@selousrivercamp.com

Selous River Camp is managed by The Slow Leopard Tanzania Limited TIN: 135-158-798
VRN: 40029114A Plot 1829/11 Chole Rd, Masaki, Dar es Salaam. Selous River Camp is the
registered trading name of Patrick and Kenneth Rest Camp Ltd. of TIN Number 104-346-154 and
VRN: 40-016948-B. Selous River Camp and The Slow Leopard Tanzania Ltd. reserve the right to
make changes to the activity plan or itinerary whenever, in their judgement, conditions warrant
or if they deem it necessary for the safety, comfort or convenience of the clients/guests. Selous
River Camp and The Slow Leopard Tanzania Ltd. reserve the right to withdraw any activity or
accommodation booked, without penalty. Selous River Camp and The Slow Leopard Tanzania
Ltd. also reserves the right to decline to provide accommodation or services to any person if at
any time such action is determined by the appropriate staff member to be in the best interests
of the health, safety and general welfare of the individual person or other guests to the camp.
Under such circumstances no refund will be made. Baggage and personal effects are solely the
responsibility of the owners at all times. Dates, itineraries and costs are given in good faith,
based on information available at the time and are subject to change and revision. All guests to
Selous River Camp are required to sign a Release of Liability upon check in as a prerequisite to
provision of services. Receipt of deposit payment is acknowledgement that the client has read
and accepts the cancellation and responsibility policies. 

These rates have been issued on the 21st September 2023 based on current taxes, park fees,
concession fees, VAT and other taxes. Should any of these be changed by the Government of
Tanzania, we reserve the right to amend these rates and charge the additional amount to the
clients, even if the booking has been confirmed and prepaid.
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mailto:reservations@selousrivercamp.com

